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Abstract During the course of the Reliable Information Access (RIA) workshop, a data

archive was created to hold the outputs of the many experiments being done. This archive

was designed to serve both as an organizational structure to support the researchers at the

workshop itself and as a public archive of experimental retrieval results. This article

describes the structure of the data in the archive and the ways in which the data may be

accessed.
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1 Introduction

Creating and maintaining an organizational structure for experimental data and results is

critical for any research effort, especially when multiple researchers are involved. It was all

the more so for the Reliable Information Access (RIA) workshop, which brought together

seven research teams to work for six weeks on a large, common set of information retrieval

problems. Over the course of the workshop, people came and went, experiments were run

and re-run, and procedures were devised, thrown out, and rewritten again. Without a strong

structure, all would have been lost, or at least badly misplaced.

It would be wrong to imply that the RIA archive was designed completely before the

start of the workshop. Chris Buckley (Sabir Research) did devise and implement the initial

structure ahead of time to accommodate experiments which were meant to be run in the

first days of the workshop in order to test all the systems involved. But the actual oper-

ational archive evolved over the course of the workshop through the tireless (or at any rate

sleepless) efforts of Robert Warren and Jeff Terrace of the University of Waterloo. On top

of the basic information structure, they developed a web site and scripts that permitted

everyone to easily place their work into the archive.
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The archive is currently hosted at NIST, and can be found on the web at

http://ir.nist.gov/ria. This article describes the structure of the information present in the

archive, and the ways in which the RIA data, experimental results, and analyses may be

accessed. In this paper we often refer to the web site, and it may be helpful to the reader to

explore the site while reading the paper. In particular, when we refer to ‘‘navigational

links’’, these are listed in a sidebar on the left-hand side of the web page.

2 Information types

Although the experimental details of the RIA workshop are explained elsewhere (Harman

and Buckley 2004; Buckley 2004), it is useful to summarize the key points here. The RIA

workshop consisted of two main types of activities. First, a series of large-scale retrieval

experiments were designed and conducted using a common test collection and similar

parameter settings across all participating retrieval systems. Second, 45 search topics from

the test collection were examined in detail to understand how different systems fail to

perform effectively for those topics.1

These activities imply several classes of information:

Topic: A topic is an articulation of a user’s information need. It contains several fields

which provide varying levels of description of the need. The topics used at RIA were

developed within the ad hoc track of the Text REtrieval Conferences (TREC) 6, 7, and 8

(Voorhees and Harman 2005). They include a title of two to four key words, a sentence-

length description, and a paragraph-length narrative. Retrieval experiments (see below)

use a large set of topics, and effectiveness measures are available for individual topics

and averaged over the full set. Failure analyses (again, see below) consider an individual

topic.

System: Seven information retrieval systems were used over the course of the workshop.

A system refers to the piece of software itself, possibly including standard, experiment-

invariant parameter settings. Because systems represent fundamental approaches to

search, the system is the usual comparative axis in an experiment or a failure analysis.

Run: Following the TREC terminology, a run is a batch-mode search of a document

collection using a particular system in response to each of a set of topics. A run is

associated with particular parameter settings of the system involved as well as its output.

The output of a run is the top n (usually 1000) documents retrieved for each topic, with a

score and rank for each. Runs are conducted in the context of experiments.

Experiment: Experiments have their customary definition within the context of

laboratory-style information retrieval research. RIA experiments always have the system

as a dependent variable, in addition to others which are particular to the experiment.

Each experiment involves a (possibly large) number of runs, each with a particular

system set to the corresponding parameters dictated by the experiment. Each experiment

has a short name associated with it. Two important experiments are standard, a baseline

run from all systems which is used as the starting point for failure analysis, and bf_base,

which consists of baseline blind feedback runs for comparison in experiments which

vary feedback parameters.

Analysis: There are two principal types of analyses in the RIA archive. The first is an

analysis of an experiment. The second is a failure analysis, which is related to a topic.

1 See elsewhere in this issue for details on how these topics were chosen.
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The RIA data archive is designed to allow access to these types of information from all

possible starting points. It is possible to start from the analysis of an experiment, drill down

to a particular system configuration, step back to look at average effectiveness for that

system or several systems, or to look at particular topics within that experiment. A similar

progression is possible within a topic failure analysis. By selecting particular runs, systems,

and topics, it is even possible to analyze the output of a ‘‘virtual’’ experiment using the data

already present in the archive.

The following sections describe how this information is structured in the RIA archive,

and how to access it through the site.

3 Topics

Nearly all of the experiments at the RIA workshop used a single test collection: TREC

topics 301–450 and the documents from TREC CDs 4 and 5.2 These topics were developed

in the adhoc track of TRECs 6, 7, and 8. This collection is referred to in the archive as

v45.301-450.d. Another collection, v24.251-300.d is present in the archive but is not used

in any experiments.

Selecting the ‘‘Topics’’ link in the RIA site navigation bar (top left in Fig. 1) and then

the v45.301-450.d collections allows access to a descriptive web page for each topic. As an

example, the page for topic 419 is shown in Fig. 1. The topic page shows the title,

description, and narrative topic fields on the left, extracted keywords from those sections

on the right, and several other statistical measures, some of which are referenced in the

experiments and failure analyses. These measures include average word frequency, the

rarest word, the Flesch-Kincaid Reading Ease Score, the number of hits at that time from

Google (using the title as the query, both as a simple query and as a phrase), and the

number of known relevant documents across the document subcollections. Where appro-

priate, these measures are given for the title and description sections and for the entire

topic. If a failure analysis exists for this topic, the topic page links directly to it.

Some experiments, notably the topic_analysis experiment, computed several topic-

specific measures and some of these are included on the topic pages as well.

4 Systems

While the systems are a focal parameter of each experiment, there is no system view in the

RIA data archive. The best way to see the system baseline configurations is to look at the

standard experiment page.

The seven systems used at RIA were:

Albany: is SMART 11.0, a commonly-available3 vector-space system which is used as

the retrieval engine in the HITIQA question-answering system.

City: is OKAPI, a well-known probabilistic retrieval system.4

2 These CDs include the Financial Times (FT), Federal Register (FR), Foreign Broadcast Information
Service (FBIS), and LA Times (LA) subcollections. The Congressional Record subcollection on those CDs
is not used with these topics.
3 ftp://ftp.cs.cornell.edu/pub/smart/.
4 As of this writing OKAPI has been released as open-source software under the BSD license; see
http://www.soi.city.ac.uk/*andym/OKAPI-PACK/.
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Clairvoyance: is sometimes referred to as ‘‘CLARIT’’ or ‘‘Full CLARIT’’ in the

archive. This is the CLARIT retrieval system within the Analyst’s Workbench product

from Clairvoyance Corp.

Carnegie Mellon: is usually referred to as ‘‘CMU’’ in the archive. This system is their

version of the Lemur, a modern retrieval system that uses language modeling.5

Sabir: is SMART version 14. It is substantially similar to SMART 11 but has many

improvements in weighting schemes and efficiency.

UMass: is the version of Lemur from the University of Massachusetts, Amherst. The

two versions of Lemur have minor differences in language-modeling algorithms for

feedback, which were just being developed at that time.

Fig. 1 The RIA archive page for topic 419, ‘‘recycle, automobile tires’’

5 http://www.lemurproject.org/.
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Waterloo: is the MultiText system,6 which is designed to retrieve arbitrary passages

rather than only whole documents.

Parameter settings for each system are typically given within each experiment.

5 Experiments

The experiments section of the archive, linked in the navigation bar on the far left, is the

simplest way to approach the massive number of runs and evaluation results generated at

the RIA workshop. The major experiments are:

standard: A ‘‘representative’’ run from each system, done at the beginning of the

workshop. These runs were used for failure analysis.

bf_base: Baseline blind feedback runs from each system.

bf_numdocs: Varying the number of top documents used for feedback. A sub-

experiment, bf_numdocs_relonly looked at using the top relevant documents only.

bf_numterms: Varying the number of terms added from feedback documents. The

experiment bf_pass_numterms looked at adding terms from passages for systems that

can return passages rather than documents.

bf_swap_doc: Feedback using documents retrieved by other systems. This was a

complicated experiment and has several sub-experiments:

bf_swap_doc_cluster: Using documents from CLARIT’s clustering algorithm.

bf_swap_doc_fuse: Using documents fused from several systems.

bf_swap_doc_hitiqa: Using documents from HITIQA.

bf_swap_doc_term: Using both documents and expansion terms from another system.

We focus our discussion on these experiments because they link to descriptions of

systems and runs as well as providing experimental analysis. These experiments, which

include more than two thousand runs, form the bulk of the RIA data archive. Additionally,

there were several experiments that did not generate runs, but instead were analyses of data

from other experiments, the topics themselves, and the failure analyses.

Each experiment is summarized on its own web page linked from the experiments page.

For example, the experiment page for bf_numterms gives an overview of the experiment,

its goals and hypothesis, which is that varying the number of terms added in feedback has a

measurable effect on feedback effectiveness. Below this are links to run reports by system.

Each system page links to the runs for each experimental parameter setting. For

example, following the link to CMU, then ‘‘bf.20.1’’ gives the details on the CMU run

using 20 feedback documents and a single feedback term. It includes a script to recreate the

run, a description of settings, and links to the generated query, term weights, retrieval

output, and evaluation results.

6 Failure analyses

Failure analyses were a daily activity at the RIA workshop, sometimes extending through

an entire morning. A RIA failure analysis examines a single topic, using the output of each

6 http://multitext.uwaterloo.ca/.
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run from the standard experiment.7 Figure 2 illustrates the analysis report for topic 419,

which can be reached either via its topic page or the failure analysis navigational link.

The first part of the report links to technical information about each run. The ‘‘desc’’

link points to parameter settings for that system. The ‘‘query’’ link leads to the parsed and

(for some systems) weighted query terms. ‘‘Counts’’ pops up a display showing relevant,

relevant retrieved, and total retrieved documents from each of the four v45.301-450 sub-

collections. ‘‘Size’’ pops up a display showing average document lengths for these docu-

ments across the subcollections. The average precision for each run is also displayed, and

optionally the full evaluation output produced by the trec_eval utility8 can be shown.

Fig. 2 The failure analysis page for topic 419

7 The other experiments were not used in failure analysis primarily because the analyses were started before
the other experiments were conducted! The analyses were sometimes informed by the other experiments,
and did themselves serve to drive the design of some of the experiments.
8 http://trec.nist.gov/trec_eval/.
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The body of the report contains an overall analysis written by one attendee who is

designated as the coordinator for that topic. This analysis is in turn based on an exami-

nation of each individual system. Responsibility for individual analyses rotated among

participants so that each person worked with each system.

The individual analyses relied upon several general tools as well as the outputs of

the system. The tools included using the SMART system in interactive mode to view

term weights and retrieval outputs; beadplot, a tool from NIST that presents a visu-

alization of run rankings along with relevance judgments; wui, a web-based tool built

on top of the MultiText system from Waterloo that allows exploration of the different

components of the index and the ranking process; and various facilities of the Clair-

voyance system which make it easy to do small experiments to test hypotheses during

the analysis.

Initially, failure analysis reports were free-form. Examples of this type of analysis

include those for topics 355, 368, 384, 411, and 414. Later, the workshop participants

developed a failure analysis template for both individual systems and for the overall report.

For individual systems, the investigator(s) examined the top relevant and non-relevant

documents, unretrieved relevant documents, and the system’s base and expanded queries.

Some reports include beadplot displays. They also tried to identify obvious blunders of the

system, what the system might have done to improve effectiveness, what additional

information would be needed to gain that improvement, and occasionally quirks in the

relevance judgments. Summary analyses try to list failures common to several systems,

notable failures unique to individual systems, winning strategies, classes of missed relevant

and retrieved non-relevant documents, testable hypotheses, and any notes on the topic

statement and/or relevance judgments.

7 Runs

As we have said above, a run, in the TREC terminology, consists of the top n doc-

uments (usually 1000, but a system may return fewer if it wishes) from a given

document collection for each topic in a given topic set, and represents the output of a

single retrieval system with a single set of parameter settings. RIA runs are named

according to the experiment in which they were produced; for example, the run

‘‘bf.15.20’’ is from the bf_base experiment and uses 15 documents and 20 expansion

terms. Over the course of

the RIA workshop, hundreds upon hundreds of runs were created.

Each individual run has a ‘‘run page’’ which lists the parameters of the run as com-

pletely as possible, both to describe the run and to facilitate re-creating the run if needed.

Often, the description is in the form of a shell script which, when executed, will regenerate

the run. The run page also provides links to the run’s document ranking (called the

‘‘results’’), evaluation output from trec_eval, the query terms for all topics, and weighted

query vectors if applicable. Figure 3 shows some information from the run page for a run

of the CMU system in the bf_numdocs_relonly experiment.

The RIA run results browser, accessed via the ‘‘Run Results’’ link in the navigation bar,

is organized to facilitate comparing runs between systems and across experiments. One can

select runs from a single system, multiple systems, or from the group of ‘‘main systems’’

used at RIA, to compare side-by-side on a single page. Run results can be shown for

individual topics or averaged across all topics in a collection.
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As an example of how one might use the run results browser, consider that we are

interested in the effect of increasing the number of blind feedback documents given to

the CMU system. Starting with the ‘‘Run results’’ navigational link, we choose the

v45.301-450.d collection, and then the CMU system, and then to average across all topics.

Next, from the runs page we choose ‘‘bf.10.20’’, ‘‘bf.20.20’’, ‘‘bf.30.20’’, and ‘‘bf.40.20’’ to

compare this system with between 10 and 40 pseudo-feedback documents.

The end result is shown in Fig. 4. The evaluation results for a run appear in a single

column. At the top of each column is a link to the run page, so we can easily see how

that run was created. The evaluation scores include the standard measures produced by

trec_eval, as well as a recall-precision graph. From Fig. 4, we can see that, at least from

this limited exploration, that the CMU system seems to do best with 10 documents, and

that adding more documents does not help. From here, we might choose to look at larger

numbers of feedback documents, or switch gears to look at the number of feedback terms,

or compare to another system, or look at a parallel experiment such as bf_swapdocs to see

if document selection is the issue.

Fig. 3 A portion of a run page, describing the parameter settings for that run. Not shown is a shell script
which re-creates the run
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8 Conclusion

The RIA workshop data archive contains the results of hundreds of batch retrieval

experiments across several well-known research systems and organized into a series of

experiments. The archive is structured so that an outside researcher can not only benefit

from the experimental results and failure analyses, but also arrange the runs in any way

they wish in order to answer their own questions.

While development on the archive largely stopped after the workshop, we do hope to

incorporate some improvements. As we have mentioned, it would be useful to be able to

show aggregate statistics for arbitrary topic sets in the runs browser. Recently, we added

automatically-generated recall-precision graphs to the runs display.

Fig. 4 A comparison of blind feedback with the CMU system at 10, 20, 30, and 40 feedback documents
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We hope that the RIA archive would grow to serve as a larger data repository for runs of

all kinds, not just those created at the RIA workshop. We are aware of some other recent

efforts to create these kinds of repositories, and it is likely that some broader discussion of

the structural and access requirements of experiment repositories would be generally

useful.
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